I. INTRODUCTION
H ASH functions map a string of arbitrary size to a short string of fixed length, typically 128 or 160 bits. They are very popular tools for cryptographic applications such as digital signatures, conventional message authentication, and password and pass-phrase protection schemes. The basic idea, dating back to the work by Diffie and Hellman [11] , is that in a digital signature, one signs a short "digest" or "imprint" of the message, rather than the message itself. Similarly, when one has to protect the integrity of information between mutually trusting parties, one can protect the imprint rather than the information itself. For the protection of passwords or pass-phrases, one stores in the computer system the image under the hash function rather than the value itself.
While there are many preimages corresponding to any hash value, for cryptographic applications one requires that finding messages with identical hash values is difficult, and that it is hard to reconstruct the password or pass-phrase from the hash value. This distinguishes cryptographic hash functions from hash functions that are typically used in algorithmic applications like sorting. This can be translated to the following security properties:
preimage resistance: for essentially all outputs, it is "computationally infeasible" to find any input hashing to that output;
second-preimage resistance: it is "computationally infeasible" to find a second (distinct) input hashing to the same output as any given input; collision resistance: it is "computationally infeasible" to find two colliding inputs, i.e., and with .
In this paper, a hash function that is preimage resistant and seceond-preimage resistant is called one way; a hash function that satisfies the three security properties is called collision resistant.
While the first two properties seem to be very close, one can show with some simple examples that they are distinct, and that none of them is strictly stronger than the other one (see, for example, Menezes et al. [30, Ch. 9] ). The second and third property are also closely related, but collision resistance is strictly stronger than second-preimage resistance as explained later. A theoretical motivation for this has been provided by Simon [50] . A one-way hash function or compression function is called ideal if the best way known to find a preimage or a second-preimage is a brute-force search; such an attack requires on average evaluations of the hash function. It is clear that such an attack can be parallelized efficiently. A collision-resistant hash function or compression function is called ideal if the best algorithm to find a collision is a brute-force collision search; such an attack requires on average evaluations of the hash function, and a small amount of additional storage (Quisquater and Delescaille, [45] ). This search is based on the so-called birthday paradox, as observed by Yuval in [52] . The basic idea is that one expects to find two colliding inputs in a set of size . Efficient parallel implementations of collision search algorithms are described by van Oorschot and Wiener in [51] . From their work, one can conclude that for a collision-resistant hash function, needs to be at least 160 bits or more; in 2001, this is sufficient to resist a well-funded opponent for 5 to 10 years. For preimage and second-preimage resistance, needs to be a least 64 bits (marginally secure); 80 is required for long-term security (again these are numbers valid in 2001).
Note: The probability to find at least one collision after hash function evaluations is equal to . For as above, the success probability is equal to . In order to simplify the results, we will choose in the remainder of this paper , corresponding to a success probability of .
Extensive research has been performed on the design of hash functions that take a bit string of arbitrary length and produce an -bit output from a compression function that takes a bit string of some fixed length ( ) and produces an -bit output. A new method is proposed for constructing hash functions that take a bit string of arbitrary length and produce an output of length that is any multiple of given a compression function with an -bit output.
One particular interesting application of the results is for constructions based on block ciphers which typically have a small output size. More precisely, -bit compression functions with -bit inputs are considered using linear codes over GF resulting in fast and secure -bit hash functions, where . Using block ciphers such as Data Encryption Standard (DES) [15] , IDEA [26] , and Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [7] , [18] as the underlying compression function, these constructions result in hash functions that are both faster and more secure than those known in the literature. Tables IV-IX in Section IX provide some concrete examples which allow to compare the security and efficiency of the schemes proposed in this paper to existing schemes.
In Section II, general construction methods for hash functions are summarized. Section III presents an overview of existing constructions for hash functions based on block ciphers and explains why these constructions are not satisfactory. In Section IV, a simple model for the new construction is proposed. The new construction is described in Section V, and is further developed in Section VI. A generic attack on all constructions is given in Section VII and Section VIII provides additional detail on the error-correcting codes used in the constructions. Some practical examples are given in Section IX, and the conclusions are presented in Section X.
II. GENERAL CONSTRUCTIONS FOR HASH FUNCTIONS
Almost all cryptographic hash functions are iterated hash functions based on a compression function from two binary sequences of respective lengths and to a binary sequence of length . The message is split into blocks of bits,
. If the length of is not a multiple of , is padded using an unambiguous padding rule (for example, always append a " " bit followed by a number of " " bits such that the length of the padded message becomes a multiple of ). The hash result Hash is obtained by computing iteratively (1) where is a specified initial value. Sometimes an output transformation is applied to to derive the hash result from . The length in bits of is denoted with . A collision/second-preimage/preimage attack on Hash is defined as an algorithm that tries to find a collision/second-preimage/preimage. In order to define these attacks in a formal way, one needs to formally specify a model of computation, the inputs of the algorithm, the type of algorithm, the input distributions, etc. We will skip this as formal definitions are not essential to understand the results in this paper (see, for example, [40] ). Collision attacks, second-preimage attacks, and preimage attacks can be applied to both the compression function and the hash function. For the former, the attacker has full control over all input bits. Lai calls this type of attacks free-start attacks [26] , while Preneel uses the term pseudocollision/preimage attacks [39] .
In the remainder of this paper no distinction is made between preimage and second-preimage attacks and the term "preimage attacks" is used to refer to both of them; it is always clear from the context if only one of these two is intended.
One can relate the security of Hash to that of in several models; for collision resistance, this has been achieved independently by Damgård [8] and Merkle [32] ; for preimage resistance, Lai and Massey have derived similar results in [26] . Naor and Yung did the same for a related concept, universal one-way hash functions [38] ; see also Bellare and Rogaway [3] for further results on this type of hash functions. For one-way and collision-resistant hash functions, one needs to fix the of the hash function and append an additional block at the end of the input string containing its length, known as MD-strengthening (after Merkle [32] and Damgård [8] ), leading to the following result.
Theorem 1 [8] , [32] : Let Hash be an iterated hash function with MD-strengthening. Then preimage and collision attacks on Hash (where an attacker can choose freely) have roughly the same complexity as the corresponding attacks on .
Theorem 1 provides a lower bound on the security of Hash . It indicates that a strong compression function is a sufficient but not a necessary condition for a strong hash function. Most practical hash functions do not treat the two inputs of the compression function in the same way; an example is the popular MDx-family, comprising MD4 [46] , MD5 [47] , SHA-1 [16] , SHA-2 [17] , and RIPEMD-160 [14] . Moreover, collisions for the compression function of MD5 have been presented by den Boer and Bosselaers [10] and by Dobbertin [13] ; while it seems possible to extend the collisions of [13] to collisions for MD5 itself, this has yet not been achieved. MDC-2 and MDC-4 (see Section III-B) are examples of hash functions that are believed to offer a reasonable security level, but that have weak compression functions. The few hash functions that are designed according to Theorem 1 include DES based hash functions of Merkle [32] (cf. Section III-D), Snefru (another design by Merkle [33] ), and the constructions proposed in this paper.
For preimage resistance, this result has been strengthened by Lai and Massey [26] as follows: This theorem shows that a compression function that is (ideally) resistant against preimage attacks is also a necessary condition for a hash function to be (ideally) resistant against preimage attacks.
For the remainder of this paper we shall assume that MD-strengthening is used. The main conclusion from Theorems 1 and 2 is that for an iterated hash function, the only way in which one knows to prove properties of the hash function is by starting from a strong compression function.
Note: It is also very natural to start from a collision-resistant compression function. This can be understood as follows: if one assumes that one has a collision-resistant hash function, which takes inputs of arbitrary size, one can always restrict the input to a fixed and small size. This results in a compression function, which is-by assumption-collision resistant. One can then use this compression function to define a new (but slightly slower) hash function which is based on a collision-resistant compression function.
The hash rate of a hash function based on an -bit block cipher with a -bit key is defined as the number of -bit message blocks hashed per encryption; here one encryption is called one "operation." Similarly, the hash rate of a hash function based on a -bit to -bit compression function is defined as the number of -bit message blocks hashed per application of ; an application of is also called one "operation." In summary: in order to hash -bit message blocks, one needs applications of the block cipher, respectively, of the compression function. The complexity of an attack is the total number of operations required for an attacker to succeed with a high probability.
III. HASH FUNCTIONS BASED ON BLOCK CIPHERS
Hash functions based on block ciphers have been popular in part for historical reasons, as designers tried to use the DES [15] also for hashing. This reduces the design and evaluation effort, and results in compact implementations, which is important for certain environments such as smart cards. It also allows to transfer the trust in DES (or in any other block cipher) to a hash function. This is quite important since many custom-designed hash functions have been broken. One illustration are Dobbertin's attacks [12] , [13] , [53] on MD4 [46] and MD5 [47] . One can expect that a similar argument will apply to AES [18] ; however, further research on the use of AES in hash function constructions would be advisable.
However, this approach has some complications. The use of a block cipher in this application requires different properties from the block cipher. Indeed, it might be that the block cipher has certain properties that do not affect its security level for encryption, but create serious problems in hashing modes and vice versa. Examples are the (semi-)weak keys of DES [9] , [36] and the quasi-weak keys and weak hash keys identified by Knudsen [21] . Also, in [23] it was shown that collisions for hash functions based on SAFER K [28] can be found faster than by using the birthday attack, but this does not seem to pose a threat to SAFER K when used for encryption. Another problem is that differential cryptanalysis can be adopted to this setting; for DES this has been explored by Rijmen and Preneel in [44] . A second element is that custom designed hash functions are likely to be more efficient. Moreover, the efficiency of these constructions is limited by the fact that every iteration typically requires a key change-this almost excludes block ciphers with a slow key setup such as RC5 [48] . One should also note that the use of a block cipher may create additional export problems.
The block length of a block cipher is denoted with , while the key length is denoted with . For convenience, it will be assumed that is an integer multiple of ; it is possible to extend the constructions to the more general case. A block cipher defines, for each -bit key, a random permutation on -bit strings. In the following, denotes the encryption of plaintext using the key .
In constructions using a block cipher it will be assumed that the block cipher has no weaknesses, i.e., that in attacks on the hash functions based on the block cipher, no shortcut attacks on the block cipher will help an attacker.
In the remainder of this section, constructions for hash functions based on block ciphers are reviewed. First, block ciphers are considered for which the block size is equal to the key size . Section III-A discusses single block length hash functions , while Section III-B treats double block length hash functions . Next, constructions are discussed for block ciphers for which the key length is twice the block length. Finally, the proposals of Merkle are reviewed in Section III-D. They are important because they represent the first constructions with a security proof. This paper tries to extend his approach, but with different design constraints and assumptions.
Note that there are alternatives that are strictly speaking not hash functions based on block ciphers. Aiello and Venkatesan propose in [1] a construction to double the output of a random function. In order for it to be usable for hashing, one needs to define the key schedule of this larger "block cipher." The construction by Aiello, Haber, and Venkatesan [2] replaces the key schedule of DES by a function from the MDx family with the encryption; several instances are combined by choosing different (fixed) plaintexts.
A. Single Block Length Hash Functions ( )
For these hash functions the size of the hash result is equal to the block size of the block cipher. All these schemes have rate . The first secure construction for such a hash function was the scheme by Matyas, Meyer, and Oseas [29] This scheme has been included in the 1994 edition of ISO/IEC Std.10118-2 [20] , with an additional mapping from the ciphertext space to the key space (as DES has and ). Its dual is known as the Davies-Meyer scheme after its inventors (2) As this function will be used repeatedly in this paper, a short notation, , for it has been introduced.
A classification of all "simple" single block length hash functions has been presented by Preneel et al. in [42] . The main conclusion is that 12 secure variants exist, which are obtained by an affine transformation of variables applied to the Matyas, Meyer, and Oseas scheme and to this variant proposed independently by Preneel and Miyaguchi et al. [35] The advantage of using the compression function is that it is defined for block ciphers with different block and key sizes. It is conjectured that for the function (and for the 11 variants) no shortcut attacks exist [42] , which is rephrased as follows.
Assumption 1:
Let be an -bit block cipher with a -bit key for an integer . Then finding collisions for requires about encryptions (of an -bit block), and finding a preimage for requires about encryptions.
Note that there is only some empirical evidence for the security of : after 10-15 years, no one has been able to find a better attack. For the remainder of this paper, this assumption is made if a block cipher is used as the underlying compression function.
Since most present-day block ciphers have a block length of 64 bits, collisions can be found in only operations. The AES [18] has only a block size of 128 bits. Therefore, hash functions with a larger hash result are needed. Note that Rijndael (the algorithm selected for AES) has also an instance with a block length of 256 bits.
B. Double Block Length Hash Functions ( )
The goal of double block length hash functions is to achieve a higher security level against collision attacks. Ideally, a collision attack on such a hash function should require operations, and a (second-)preimage attack
operations. An important class of proposals of rate is of the following form:
where , , and are binary linear combinations of , ,
, and and where , , and are binary linear combinations of , , , , and . The hash result is equal to the concatenation of and . Several hash functions in this class have been published as individual proposals between 1989 and 1993. First, it was shown by Hohl et al. that the security level of the compression function of these hash functions is at most that of a single block length hash function [19] . Next, Knudsen et al. showed that for all hash functions in this class, a preimage attack requires at most operations, and a collision attack requires at most operations (for most schemes this can be reduced to ) [22] . Several schemes of rate less than have been proposed. From the few that have survived, the most important ones are MDC-2 and MDC-4 with hash rate and , respectively [4] ; they are also known as the Meyer-Schilling hash functions after the authors of the first paper describing these schemes [34] . MDC-2 [20] ; it can be described as follows:
Here, denotes the Davies-Meyer hash function (cf. Section III-A), and and are mappings from the ciphertext space to the key space such that . The variables and are initialized with the values and , respectively, and the hash result is equal to the concatenation of and . The best known preimage and collision attacks on MDC-2 require and operations, respectively (Lai, [26] ). However, it is easy to see that the compression function of MDC-2 is rather weak: preimage and collision attacks on the compression function require at most and operations (one fixes and varies and/or ). A collision attack on MDC-2 based on DES , requires at most encryptions ( and drop the parity bits in every byte and fix the second and third key bits to and , respectively). One iteration of MDC-4 [4] is defined as a concatenation of two MDC-2 steps, where the plaintexts in the second step are equal to and . The rate of MDC-4 is equal to . The best known preimage and collision attacks on MDC-4 require and operations, respectively. This shows that MDC-4 is probably more secure than MDC-2 against preimage attacks. However, a collision for the compression function of MDC-2 with a specified value for and also yields a collision for the compression function of MDC-4. Moreover, the authors have demonstrated in [25] that collisions can be found for the compression function of MDC-4 with encryptions and the storage of -bit quantities. The security level of the hash functions MDC-2 and MDC-4 (with fixed 's) and of their compression functions is listed in Table I . These attacks are described in [25] and [26] . Note that the compression function is not very strong and that the protection of the hash function against collision attacks is not very high if DES is used.
Preneel et al. describe in [41] a class of constructions that extend MDC-2 to parallel iterations, but that keep the key fixed. Compression is achieved by chopping some bits of the output. In between the iterations bits are permuted between the different blocks. This approach results in a tradeoff between performance and security, and requires an internal memory that is larger than suggested by the security level. These two properties are shared with the schemes proposed in this paper. However, as the compression function is not collision resistant, it seems very hard to prove anything about the security of these hash functions.
C. Block Ciphers With
Merkle observed in [31] that if the key length of a block cipher is larger than the block length, it can be used as the compression function of a single block length hash function by just fixing the plaintext, and considering the mapping from key to ciphertext with as a constant.
In [26] , Lai and Massey propose two constructions for hash functions based on their block cipher IDEA (with and ): Abreast-DM and Tandem-DM have hash rate and a claimed security level against preimage and collision attacks equal to , respectively, operations. Note that both MD4 [46] and MD5 [47] can be viewed as a Davies-Meyer construction with an underlying -bit block cipher with a -bit "key." Indeed, the compression function has a feedforward from the "plaintext" (the chaining variable ) toward the "ciphertext" . For MD4 and MD5, the size of the message block in bits , and the size of the chaining variable and the hash result are . From this perspective, both constructions have rate . However, Dobbertin's attacks [12] , [53] , [13] on MD4 and MD5 show that the compression functions are not collision resistant. His attack [12] , [53] on "extended MD4" [46] , which has a compression function consisting of two parallel and dependent runs of MD4, shows that it is not obvious to increase the security of these constructions.
D. Schemes by Merkle
Merkle proposed a new class of hash functions based on block ciphers with a collision-resistant compression function [32] . The reason why these schemes are treated separately is that, unlike the other proposals in Section III-B, they have a security proof, based on the assumption that the Davies-Meyer single block length hash functions is secure.
The simplest scheme (with rate for DES) can be described as follows: chop Here is a string consisting of 112 bits, the leftmost 55 bits of which are denoted , and the remaining 57 are denoted ;
consists of seven bits only. The function chop drops the rightmost bits of its argument.
This hash function is similar to MDC-2, but has a collision resistant compression function at the cost of a low speed; Merkle shows that if DES has no weaknesses, finding a collision for this compression function requires at least 2 operations. Note that if DES is being used, additional measures have to be taken to preclude attacks based on weak keys (resulting in a lower speed).
The faster versions are more complex and use six invocations of the block cipher in two layers. The analysis becomes more complex as well. Merkle shows that for the fastest scheme (with rate for DES; if weak keys are taken into account), finding collisions requires 2 operations. This lower bound has been improved in [39] to 2 .
This approach performs a remarkable improvement over previous proposals, but has the following disadvantages.
• The security level seems to be limited to , which is not sufficient if DES is used, and only marginally sufficient for a 128-bit block cipher.
• The block sizes for the data input are not convenient, i.e., not a multiple of 32 or 64 bits.
• The invocation of the block cipher is in part serial, which is a disadvantage for high-speed hardware implementations.
IV. MODEL FOR THE NEW CONSTRUCTION
This paper provides new constructions that extend ideal compression functions of bits to hash functions for which finding a collision requires strictly more than operations, and that allow for parallel processing of the individual compression function calls. It has already been argued in Section II that one should try to design a collision-resistant compression function. This seems the only approach possible if one wants to prove something about the security of the hash function. In the following, let denote the underlying compression function that takes two inputs, the first of size bits, the second of size bits, and that produces an -bit output. The most straightforward approach is to consider parallel functions and construct a compression function of rate as follows:
where , , and are derived from binary linear combinations of , and , , and . Note that these functions can be evaluated in parallel, as none of the inputs depends on the outputs of the other functions.
Schemes of this form with and have been proposed in the literature, see, e.g., Knudsen et al. [22] . As illustrated by the attacks in [22] , it is strongly suggested that it is hard to invert individual parts of the compression function: partial inversions may be extended by a meet-in-the-middle attack to an inversion of the compression function. Sorting out this situation for has taken quite some cryptanalytic effort, and an elapsed time of about seven years. While it is possible to write down some schemes for or for which it is not immediately clear (at least to the authors) how to break them, this approach seems to be destined to fail. Moreover, it is not clear how one would be able to prove anything about the security of such a scheme. This leads us to specify the requirement that each individual function is an ideal compression function by itself. In order to avoid trivial attacks, which consist of making the inputs of the different functions equal, input bits are fixed to different values. This generalizes the approach of MDC-2 and the schemes by Merkle. This is reflected in notation by giving the individual functions different subscripts.
Definition 1 (Multiple Construction):
Let be an ideal collision-resistant compression function that takes two inputs, the first of bits and the second of size bits, and produces an -bit output. The compression function of a multiple construction with rate has the following form:
where are different instantiations of (cf. supra) and are derived from linear combinations of , and , , and .
Note that MDC-2 (without the swapping of the right halves) can be described as such a scheme. For MDC-2, , , , , and . However, as explained earlier, MDC-2 does not have a strong compression function. One could easily generalize MDC-2 to the case with or . This does not increase the strength of the compression function, but again it is not obvious how to extend attacks on the compression function to attacks on the hash function.
The main design goal is to find linear mappings that result in a compression function for which finding a collisions and a preimage requires at least operations, and preferably even more. Under this constraint, one can prove the following result for ; it provides a lower bound on , the number of parallel chains. . Once can choose these variables in such a way that two of the outputs, say and , are constant; this requires that one imposes four linear constraints. The remaining degree of freedom can then be used to perform a brute-force collision attack on and .
Notes: 1) For , one has five chaining variables and one message variable. This offers sufficient degrees of freedom to fix three chaining variables. However, there are then no degrees of freedom left to find a collision for the remaining two chaining variables; therefore, the approaches for above will not work in this case. This does not imply that there exists a construction with which offers a security level operations.
2) Proposition 1 assumes implicitly that at least one complete message block is processed in every iteration. This condition could be relaxed, resulting in schemes with .
3) It might be that the linear mappings are defined in such a way that one needs fewer than variables to fix chains. In that case, larger values of would be required. However, it will be assumed in the following that the matrix of the linear mapping has full rank.
Proposition 1 can be generalized to the case .
Proposition 2:
Let be a multiple construction with (see Definition 1) for which finding collisions requires operations. Then has to satisfy the following inequality:
Proof: One can fix the inputs to chains out of the , and perform a brute-force collision search on the remaining chains. This requires operations, with . As pointed out earlier, one also needs to make sure that sufficient degrees of freedom are available for the brute-force attacks. The total number of variables is equal to , and fixing one chain requires that one imposes constraints on the variables (remember that the matrix of the linear matrix has full rank). On the other hand, a brute-force collision attack on chains requires "free" variables. This implies that the attack is feasible if satisfies the following condition:
This can be solved for as
The effort for the brute-force attack is minimized if is maximized. The resulting value of is equal to which proves the proposition.
Notes:
1) Proposition 2 only provides a lower bound on the value of , as it considers a very simple attack. A more sophisticated attack will be presented in Section VII.
2) For (as in Proposition 1), one needs for that and for , .
3) For a fixed value of , the security level grows at most linearly with , while the rate decreases with . If and are increased, with , for a constant , the security level (for this attack) remains constant, and the rate approaches .
Propositions 1 and 2 show that for a secure multiple hash function with at least five parallel chains are required, while requires at least four parallel chains. Designing such a scheme by trial and error seems to be very hard. This provides additional motivation to search for a more structured approach. Such an approach is developed in the next section.
V. SIMPLE CONSTRUCTION WITH QUATERNARY LINEAR CODES
; later conditions will be derived for , as well as for the rate of the hash function. The simple construction is developed for compression functions with two inputs, each of bit length . As an example, if DES is used as the underlying block cipher in a Davies-Meyer construction.
In order to prove the security of the construction, two assumptions are required which are presented in the next subsection.
A. Security Assumptions
The first assumption is clear and obvious from the previous discussion: it is assumed that the underlying -bit compression function is ideally secure.
Before the second assumption can be stated, some additional definitions are required. Consider a collision (or second-preimage) attack where the two sets of inputs are and respectively. Define the active inputs as the set of pairs and for which and . A subfunction is called active (with respect to (w.r.t.) the collision or the second-preimage attack), if either and/or is computed from active inputs.
A set of subfunctions can be attacked independently, if for all it holds that: for all values of the input blocks affecting to the arguments to are fixed for Assumption 2: Assume that a collision for the compression function of a multiple scheme has been found, that is, simultaneously for ,
. Let be the number of active subfunctions and let be the maximum number of the subfunctions that can be attacked independently. Take as the minimum value of all such 's. Then it is assumed that obtaining this collision must have required at least encryptions. In an attempt to find collisions for a multiple scheme it will always be possible to fix the input blocks to some subfunctions and thereby fix the outputs. Let denote the number of active subfunctions. Assumption 2 states that, if a maximum of of these functions can be attacked independently, then there exists no better attack than a brute-force attack on the remaining subfunctions.
Note that in the overall complexity of the collision attack the complexity of the attack on the functions is not considered, which makes the assumption strong and plausible. For example, consider the compression function of MDC-2, . As mentioned earlier, it is possible to find collisions for the compression function by fixing the inputs to one of the two subfunctions and do a brute-force attack on the other, that is, with . In this case, , since . This implies, from Assumption 2, that collisions for the compression function of MDC-2 must have required at least one operation while the best known attack requires operations.
B. The New Construction
The following theorem shows how to construct strong hash functions based on ideal -bit compression functions using nonbinary linear error correcting codes.
Theorem 3:
If there exists an code over GF of length , dimension , and minimum distance , with , for , then there exists a parallel hash function based on an ideal compression function , for which finding a collision for the compression function requires at least operations provided that Assumption 2 holds. The hash function has an internal memory of bits, and a rate . Proof: The compression function consists of different functions with , see Definition 1. The input to the compression function consists of -bit blocks: the variables through (the output of the functions of the previous iteration) and the message blocks through , with . In the following, every individual bit of these -bit blocks is treated in the same way. The bits of two consecutive input blocks are concatenated yielding elements of GF . These elements are encoded using the code, resulting in elements of GF . Each of these elements represents the 2-bit inputs to one of the functions. As an example, if the compression function is built from a block cipher, one bit represents the plaintext block input and the other bit represents the key input to the block cipher. The individual input bits are obtained by representing the elements of GF as a vector space over GF . This construction guarantees that the conditions for Assumption 2 are satisfied for the value . To see this, first note that since the dimension of the code is , one can rearrange the subfunctions such that the first subfunctions can be attacked independently. It is claimed that in an attack at least of the last subfunctions are active. To see this, assume that in a collision attack of the first subfunctions are active and that only of the last subfunctions are active. It is then possible to find two inputs to the compression function, that differ in the inputs to only one of the first subfunctions (by fixing the inputs to some subfunctions) and at most of the last subfunctions. But this is a contradiction since it follows from the minimum distance of the code that the inputs to at least subfunctions in total are different.
Note:
Section V-C provides two examples of such constructions together with an interpretation of the proof of security.
Apart from the simple security proof and the relatively high rates, the schemes have the advantage that the operations can be carried out in parallel. The disadvantages of the schemes are the increased amount of internal memory and the cost of the implementation of the linear code (mainly, some EXCLUSIVE-ORs). Note that the time for a block cipher encryption corresponds typically to a few hundred EXCLUSIVE-ORs.
Theorem 3 reduces the question of the existence of efficient hash functions based on a small compression function to the existence of certain quaternary error-correcting codes. The main conditions on the code are that the minimum distance should be as large as possible (at least ) and also that the dimension should be as large as possible (and at least In what follows, a complete scheme is described starting from the code, and some details are provided for the code.
C. Two Examples Using the (Shortened) Hamming Codes
The following matrix is a generator matrix for the Hamming code over GF (3) here , , , and . The order of the chaining variables is given by the following vector:
Now is transformed into a generator matrix over GF , by replacing each element by a matrix. This matrix is the matrix of the linear transformation corresponding to the multiplication by that element. Hence, The corresponding generator matrix is then equal to (4) Now one computes the product , resulting in a vector with 10 components. The first two components correspond to the key and the plaintext input to the first compression function . Components three and four correspond to the two inputs of the second function , and so on. This results in the following compression function :
where are different instances of the underlying compression function .
Under Assumption 2 and according to Theorem 3, a collision of requires at least operations. Consider Assumption 2 and three different cases. First, assume a collision has been found where the inputs differ only in . Then clearly the active subfunctions are and , moreover, and . Second, assume a collision has been found where the inputs differ only in and . Then clearly the active subfunctions are and , moreover, and a maximum of two subfunctions, e.g., and , can be attacked independently of each other yielding . Third, assume a collision has been found where the inputs differ in both and , that is, and , but where the attacker's strategy was to choose the values such that and . Then the active subfunctions are again and and . Note that the outputs of are fixed and the subfunctions and cannot be attacked independently under this attacker's strategy; however, it is easily checked that , since again a maximum of two subfunctions can be attacked independently, e.g., and .
There are generic attacks on the constructions which will be presented in Section VII. The collision attack applied to the above example requires about operations (a second-preimage attack requires operations). Finally, the number of output blocks of the compression function is larger than the security level suggests. To avoid this, it is recommended to use an output transformation which hashes the five blocks to three blocks. Such constructions are discussed in Section VI-B.
A second example is based on an shortened Hamming code, which is obtained by shortening the Hamming code (cf. Section VIII). The resulting hash function has rate , and for , Theorem 3 shows that finding a collision requires at least 2 encryptions. It is thus comparable to the best scheme by Merkle (cf. Section III-D), but that scheme does not allow for a parallel evaluation. The generator matrix of the Hamming code over GF has the following form: (5) It is now straightforward to derive and the hash function in a similar way as for the previous example.
VI. IMPROVED CONSTRUCTIONS USING NONBINARY LINEAR CODES
This section discusses several ways to improve the schemes of Theorem 3.
• A first observation is that the security level of the schemes (for a given rate) can be improved by working with data blocks smaller than bits. This gives the designer additional degrees of freedom. It will be explained how these constructions can be derived from codes over GF , with .
• Secondly, the construction can be generalized to compression functions for which the input length is a positive integer multiple of the output length (when using block ciphers, this generalization covers cases where the key length is an integer multiple of the block length).
• An output transformation is added to reduce the size of the output in accordance with the security level, and to avoid potential problems with near-collisions.
• Improved strength against attacks on the hash function can be obtained by a linear transformation of the input variables to the compression function. The security with respect to attacks on the compression is unchanged.
The extended schemes are proposed in Section VI-A, the output transformation is discussed in Section VI-B, and the improved security against attacks on the whole hash function in Section VI-C.
A. The Improved Construction
The first improvement consists of dividing the -bit words into smaller blocks and to use codes over larger fields. As an example, consider a block cipher with -bit blocks and -bit keys for even . In Theorem 3, codes over GF are used, where the two bits of the codewords represent to the plaintext inputs, respectively, the key inputs to the block ciphers. An alternative method is to divide all -bit blocks into blocks of bits and use codes over GF . The advantage of this approach, which will be illustrated later in more detail, is that better codes exists over GF if becomes larger. For example, in a code over GF with length and dimension , the minimum distance is at most , e.g., in the shortened Hamming code , while over GF there exists a code (cf. Section VIII).
The second improvement consists of extending the scheme to compression functions where the input size is any integer multiple of the block length. In the block cipher case, the Davies-Meyer scheme can still be used, but more than one -bit block enters the key input. This leads to the following theorem.
Theorem 4:
Let be a divisor of , i.e., , for some positive integer . If there exists an code over GF of length , dimension , and minimum distance , with , and , then there exists a parallel hash function based on an ideal compression function , for which finding a collision for the compression function requires at least operations provided that Assumption 2 holds. The hash function has an internal memory of bits, has a rate , and works on -bit blocks. Proof: The compression function consists of different functions with , see Definition 1. The input to the compression function consists of -bit blocks: the variables through (the output of the functions of the previous iteration) and message blocks through , with . All -bit blocks are split into subblocks of bits. In the following, every individual bit of these -bit blocks is treated in the same way. The bits of consecutive input blocks are concatenated yielding elements of GF . These elements are encoded using the code, resulting in elements of GF . Each of these elements represents the -bit inputs to one of the functions, that is, bits correspond to the first input and the remaining bits correspond the second input to . The individual input bits are obtained by representing the elements of GF as a vector space over GF . This construction guarantees that the conditions for Assumption 2 are satisfied for the value . It follows from the minimum distance of the code that at least subfunctions are active in a collision. The conclusion follows exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3.
As an example, a hash function based on a compression function with a -bit input and an -bit output (or an -bit block cipher with an -bit key) can be constructed by using the code over GF , which is obtained by shortening the Hamming code . The hash function has rate and an internal memory of bits, and is thus twice as fast as the example using the code mentioned in Section V-C. With , this construction operates on 32-bit words. One can extend this approach to construct hash functions with codes over GF , i.e., operating on 16-bit words, for example, by shortening the Hamming code. However, it will be shown in Section VIII that this does not offer any improvement, unless is chosen larger than . This is interesting from a theoretical point of view but less in practice as the internal memory increases.
B. Output Transformation
The constructions presented in Section VI-A have the following problems.
1) Since every output bit does not depend on all input bits
of the compression function, it is relatively easy to find many inputs for which several output blocks of the compression function are equal (such inputs are called "near collisions").
2) The number of output blocks is typically much larger than the security level suggests. As an example, a construction using the code has hash results of bits, but the security level for collision attacks is "only"
, whereas for an ideal construction it would be .
The solution is to apply an output transformation to the outputs of the compression function. This transformation can be slow, since it has to be applied only once. Therefore, there are many possible constructions. First an approach is presented that does not affect the provable security of the compression functions. Denote with the smallest possible value of for a given value of , such that Theorem 4 holds. If , compress the blocks to blocks using the new construction with parallel blocks (this hash function will have a lower rate than the original one). This approach partly solves both problems. However, if a further reduction to less than blocks is required, other approaches are necessary.
The first problem can be overcome taking the following approach. Use the compression function itself as the output transformation, but with the message blocks equal to the values , . This has the important advantage that no additional function has to be implemented. In order to use all inputs, at least additional iterations are required. This does not provide sufficient mixing. The number of recommended additional iterations is at least , and preferably . Although this approach solves the first of kind of problems, it does not solve the second. If one truncates the output of the last round of the compression function the proof of security fails. However, it can be argued that since a real-life attacker has no control over the blocks which are hashed in the output transformation the security is not threatened. But it is stressed, that there is no proof in the general case, where the attacker is allowed to control all inputs to the compression function.
In constructions using a block cipher the first problem can be solved as follows. One encrypts the output blocks of the compression function using the block cipher with a fixed, randomly chosen key, such that all output blocks of the encryption depend on all input blocks in a complicated way. One could use, for example, the all-or-nothing transform introduced by Rivest [49] . Note that a simple CBC encryption would not be sufficient. Subsequently, the blocks concatenated with the encrypted blocks are hashed as above. The second problem can be overcome by the following proposal which can be used instead of or in conjunction with the above first approach. First, one constructs from the -bit block cipher a large, strong block cipher with block length bits. This block cipher can be slow, since it is applied only once. Subsequently, the blocks from the compression function are input to a Davies-Meyer construction where the block cipher key is randomly chosen and fixed (and part of the hash function description). Under Assumption 1 this is a secure hash function. The output can be truncated to any blocks, where .
C. Real-Life Attacks
In an attack on a compression function the attacker has full control over all inputs. In an attack on an iterated hash function induced by the compression function an attacker is more restricted. He still has full control over the message variables , but the variables are themselves outputs of the compression function in the previous step or are the fixed initial values in the case . As an example, consider the compression function described in the previous section using the code . An attacker can fix the variables , for , and compute the hash values for all values of . By the birthday paradox, with a high probability he would get a collision in four of the five subfunctions. Such problems can be overcome by applying an affine transformation of the input variables such that the inputs to all five subfunctions depend on the message variables. Note that for any affine transformation of the input variables Theorem 3 would still hold. In the example, one can use the following input vector of the chaining variables:
Furthermore, in constructions using a block cipher it is possible to restrict the message variable to as few key inputs as possible to avoid a situation when the attacker can control the keys of the underlying block cipher. The motivation for this is that block ciphers are typically designed to resist attacks where an opponent controls the plaintext or the ciphertext, but where the key is chosen uniformly at random.
VII. A GENERIC ATTACK
This section presents a generic attack on the hash functions developed in this paper. The attack makes use of multicollisions. A multicollision for and an element Range is a set of values (with ), such that , .
The following lemma is used in the attack (see, for example, Motwani and Raghavan [37, p. 45] ).
Lemma 1:
When balls are thrown into urns, with , with probability every urn contains balls.
An interesting observation is that in this case, the urn with the most balls has about the same number of balls as the expected number of balls in any urn (so the variance of the distribution is very small).
If there are fewer balls, the distribution is less uniform, but the following bound can be proved (see [37, Theorem 3.1, p. 45] ).
Lemma 2:
When balls are thrown into urns, with probability at least no urn contains more than balls.
For
, with probability close to there will be no urn with more than 32 balls. This illustrates that if is much smaller than in Lemma 1, only multicollisions for small values of are expected to occur. Clearly, the complexity for finding a multicollision for a particular value is higher than for finding a multicollision for one in many values. Although it seems that a multicollision of elements for some element can be found using less than evaluations, Lemmas 1 and 2 show that the required number of evaluations is not much less than . Moreover, an attacker has no control over the target value , and will need to store counters. With evaluations one can expect many multicollisions of elements. In this case it suffices to keep counters for a few values.
First, a preimage attack is considered. We conjecture that the lower bound for a preimage attack is , but it is an open problem whether our proof techniques can be extended to obtain this bound.
Proposition 3:
Consider a multiple hash function construction (cf. Definition 1), using an code over GF , where (cf. Theorem 4). Then a preimage of the compression function of can be found in about operations. The attack requires the storage of about -bit values. Proof: First note that it is possible to find an affine transformation of the inputs to the compression functions, such that subfunctions can be attacked independently. Rearrange the subfunctions such that these functions come first. The attack is split into two parts. In the first part, one generates a set of multicollisions for each of the first subfunctions. Then, in the second part, these sets of multicollisions are combined in all possible ways in order to perform a brute-force attack on the remaining subfunctions. The second part requires about messages, all of which should hash to the same value in the first functions. With high probability there will be a match for all functions. In the first part, by generating values of one subfunction, a multicollision on a specific value in the range of a subfunction can be expected where . Repeating this for each of the first functions would yield such sets, which combined would give inputs all hitting the same output value for the first subfunctions. Then with high probability a match for all functions will exist. Note that . One problem is whether the entropy of the input to an individual subfunction is sufficiently large to generate that many multicollisions. One subfunction has inputs, hence it is required that . However, this is always true since it is also required that in the constructions.
Note: One can show that the effort of the first part dominates that of the second part if is larger than and smaller than . This is the case for most values of practical interest, e.g., , , and not too large, say .
The following proposition contains the generic attack for collisions. . Repeating this for each of the first functions would yield such sets, which combined would give texts all hitting the same output value for the first subfunctions. In the second part, a collision will be found for the remaining subfunctions also with a high probability. Note that Again, one can show that the entropy of the inputs to individual subfunctions is sufficiently large: one subfunction has inputs, hence it is required that . However, this is always true since it is also required that in the constructions.
Note: One can show that the effort of the first part dominates that of the second part if is larger than and smaller than . This is the case for most values of practical interest, e.g., when , , and not too large, say .
Consider a multiple hash constructions based on an code and an -bit compression function. It follows from Section V-B that the fastest schemes are for MDS codes. With , Propositions 3 and 4 state that the generic attacks are close to the lower bounds of security in Theorems 3 and 4. For and , the attacks require , respectively, operations which at least for large values of and is close to the lower bounds of Theorem 4. For and , the attacks require , respectively, operations which match the lower bounds of Theorem 4. Brudevoll has shown that if , for some constructions there exist attacks (based on multicollisions) with complexities lower than the ones of Propositions 3 and 4 [6] . In these cases, it is advantageous to generate multicollisions for subfunctions, then combine these to perform a brute-force attack on the remaining active subfunctions. In these cases, preimages and collisions can be found for the compression function in , respectively, operations. Examples of such constructions together with other constructions where the best (known) attacks are those of Propositions 3 and 4 are given in [6] . In any case, note that the complexities will never be lower than the bounds of Theorems 3 and 4.
VIII. ERROR-CORRECTION CODES
The constructions of Sections V and VI rely on the existence of nonbinary linear error-correcting codes of length , dimension , and minimum distance . The conditions on the code are the following.
• The minimum distance should be sufficiently large, as the security level of the hash function is equal to for collisions.
• The dimension should be large as well; from the Singleton bound it follows that . The construction requires that , where the original compression function takes an input of size bits and outputs bits. Recall that the deficit is defined as . The rate of the hash function can then written as follows:
This shows that if becomes large, the rate of these hash function approaches . It is shown later that for codes with a fixed value of and , grows slowly with . Moreover, the best codes for this construction are MDS codes, i.e., codes with . However, the existence of nontrivial MDS codes (i.e., MDS codes with ) for large values of and is an open problem.
First, the easy case of is addressed. This forms a starting point to discuss larger values of .
A. The Case
These codes are the well-known Hamming codes, with parameters given by the following proposition (see, for example, MacWilliams and Sloane [27, pp. 179-180] To illustrate this result: using the Hamming code with , the rate becomes
In constructions using a block cipher, this has the following implications.
Corollary 1: Provided that Assumption 2 holds, there exist parallel hash functions based on an -bit block cipher with a -bit key with rates close to for which finding a collision takes at least operations, respectively, at least operations.
At the cost of a larger internal memory, using DES one can obtain hash functions of rate , and using IDEA one can [26] have rates (cf. Section III).
B. The Case
From the previous section one can conclude that MDS codes only exist for values of below a certain threshold; the value of this threshold increases with . It is also known that nontrivial MDS codes over GF exist only when and . Once one has an MDS code, shortening it will result in another MDS code with the same minimum distance. This follows from the fact that a necessary and sufficient condition for an MDS code is that every square submatrix of size of the matrix , defined by , is nonsingular [27, p. 321] .
For the parameters which are of interest to the new construction, the following theorem presents doubly and triply extended Reed-Solomon codes that are MDS [27, and . This is certainly sufficient for the hash functions considered in this paper.
IX. SOME PRACTICAL EXAMPLES
This section contains some examples of new constructions for several parameters of the underlying compression function. The examples in the first two subsections are especially suited for constructions where the compression function is obtained from a block cipher. In the following, denotes an -bit block cipher with a -bit key. The complexities of the attacks on the examples are against the compression function. Attacks against the hash function can be higher according to Sections VI-B and VI-C. However, it is recommended when designing a hash function to choose a construction with a large security against attacks on the compression functions.
A. Using an -Block Cipher
Tables IV and V list the rates and the best known attacks for the existing constructions and the constructions proposed in this paper respectively.
In what follows, an implementation of the construction using the code is shown. Define GF as the extension field GF . There are many generator matrices for a linear code over GF . A generator matrix was chosen which leads to a simple and efficient compression function, as explained later. The generator matrix has the following form: (6) Here and are the additive and multiplicative neutral elements in GF and , and . The motivation for the choice of the generator matrix is as follows. In an implementation of the compression function the elements of GF are represented as elements of a vector space over GF . Clearly, multiplications with and are the easiest to implement. A closer analysis shows that multiplication with and in the above example can be implemented with one, respectively, two EXCLUSIVE-ORs. An exhaustive search for the matrix with the easiest implementation was not feasible (w.r.t. our computing resources), but by restricting a search to using the elements , , , and a solution close to the optimal one was obtained. Let be different instants of the function , let and denote the leftmost, respectively, rightmost bits of , and let denote concatenation of bit blocks. Furthermore, let be the nine input blocks coming from the compression function in the previous iteration and let be the three message block inputs. This results in the compression function depicted in Table VI . As an output transformation one can first hash the nine blocks to seven blocks via the compression function using the code ( for ) and then hash the seven blocks to three blocks using one of the approaches described in Section VI-B.
B. Using an -Block Cipher
The only known hash functions based on an -block cipher with a -bit hash result are the Abreast-DM and the Tandem-DM from [26] (cf. Section III-C). Table VII lists the rates and complexities of the best known attacks on the two constructions.
However, as already indicated, there exist more efficient constructions with a higher security level. Table VIII lists the rates and complexities of such constructions. As before, it is possible divide the -bit blocks into smaller subblocks. For example, the blocks can be divided into halves and expanded with a code over GF , such as .
C. Using the MDx Family
Dobbertin's attack on the extended MD4 [12] , [53] shows that for MD4 even two dependent runs of the compression function are not collision resistant. However, it seems unlikely that his attacks extend to compression functions consisting of two or more instantiations of MD5. The methods developed in this paper can be used to construct parallel MD5 hash functions based on linear codes over GF . In Table IX possible constructions are listed.
Since the assumption for these constructions, that is, that the basic components are secure, does not hold for MD4 and MD5, explicit bounds for the complexities of collision attacks on the compression functions have not been specified. However, it is conjectured that for the constructions using MD5 and codes of minimum distance , a collision attack is infeasible. The attack requires a simultaneous collision for at least three different instances with dependent inputs. 
D. Remarks on Implementations
The description of the hash functions used in the previous sections can be made more compact by considering a cyclic representation of the used codes. As an example, consider the proposal based on the cyclic Reed-Solomon code over GF ; a cyclic representation can be used with where . The cyclic representation leads to a compact and simple description, which is easier to implement and test.
The representation given in the previous section, however, has a smaller overhead in terms of the number of EXCLUSIVE-ORs.
X. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a new method for constructing hash functions based on a small compression function. Using block ciphers such as DES this yields hash functions which are faster and more secure than existing proposals. The method extends to block ciphers such as IDEA and AES where the block size and key size are different. For large values of internal memory, constructions using IDEA exist with rates close to two, which is a factor of four faster than existing proposals. Finally, the application of the method to the MDx family has been discussed. Two schemes derived from the constructions proposed in this paper have been included in the revised edition (2000) of ISO/IEC Std.10118-2 [20] .
